
Three simple tricks how to make a quick change at home 

 

Even though there is no rule how often we should change our home decorations, 

it comes naturally that after a time a change is necessary to give a fresher look 

in order to feel more comfortable at home. IKEA designer brings out three simple 

and affordable tricks how to give your home a new look during summer 

vacations.  

 

“In our yearly research* we found out that about two thirds of inhabitants of Baltic states 

feel that their home needs changes, but the obstacles to implement these changes are 

mostly lack of money (for 75 % of respondents), time (42 %) and energy (31 %),” says 

IKEA designer Baiba Freija. She notes that actually with few simple tricks, changes at 

home can be affordable and easy to implement.  

Designer brings out that a great way to renew home is to rethink the way you live and 

decide which are the main places that trouble you. “When you figure out main places to 

improve, changes can come naturally and the solutions will be the best renewal. Even 

starting with small things can make a great change. For example organizing a wardrobe 

with boxes and baskets is a great start – to have everything in its own place step by step 

will make a big difference,” said Freija.  

She noted that one can bring a great change to home by only changing the wall colour or 

home textiles. “At IKEA we say that changes do not cost much. I.e. change the colour of 

the pillows cases and it might create completely different atmosphere; coordinate the look 

of several home textile items: pillows, curtain, rugs and you will have a dramatic change 

at home only for couple tens of euros”, - says the designer. She adds, that if changes 

require new furniture, the great way to save is to buy them piece by piece, the most 

important thing is that they would match each other.  

 

1. Wall colour and paper 

 

The most popular wall colours are currently cream colours – terracotta tones, pale blue, 

green, dusty pink, almost white, light grey, also natural materials and botanic patterns. 

„The most common colours in Latvia still remain beige, sand tones, brown and black-

brown, but also natural oak and untreated wooden furniture colours are popular,“ noted 

IKEA designer Baiba Freija. She added that even if the most preferred colours are natural 

like, you can still find pretty brave solutions. For example, walls painted in bright colours 

like red, purple, green or walls covered with patterned wallpapers.  

 

IKEA designer explained that there are some basic rules for choosing wall coverage that 

should be followed to ensure a relaxing and homey atmosphere. “Bedrooms should remain 

more down-to earth with calm colours and faded tones of rich pallete, but living rooms 

can be more joyful and rich in colours,” said Freija. In bedrooms wallpapers can be 

patterned or ornamented, but it’s better to choose not contrasting tones and highlight the 

wall with bed headboard, so that while sleeping rich colours will not be facing eyes. In 

living room there’s the same principle – TV wall should not be too much patterned or 

overcrowded, because eyes will get tired too fast. “It’s better to have one-two accent walls 

decorated with brighther colour or texture and leave the rest in calmer tones, yet matching 

with the accent,” said IKEA designer.  

 

Freija brought out that for kitchen and bathroom it is always good to use fresh and clean 

colours with twinkle of fresh, juicy colours that make food taste better or help to make 

wake up shower feel more fresh. “Tiles in the kitchen can be more decorative, but it’s 

suggested to keep everything as clean as possible and play with accents, colours of 

textiles, plates and serve-ware,” explained Freija.  

 

2. Textiles and accessories 

 



IKEA designer believes that textiles and accessories transform living spaces into homes. 

“Textiles bring comfort and express personality and creativity. They can be everything 

from matching bright colourful cushions to a complete bedroom with only all shades of 

white,” brought out Freija. According to her it is important to follow the same rule – choose 

one accent and then mix and match. For example, if bed linen are bright and patterned, 

then cushions and rugs should be without brave ornaments.  

 

Freija believes that textiles are the best idea for a quick update of the room, especially for 

kids rooms as children are growing fast and their needs together with them. “A room that 

was dedicated to green dinosaurs, can become a cosmic ship with robots only through the 

change of bed linen, curtains, rug and pillows, especially when they cost just couple of 

euros” explained Freija. Textiles can also help to set the mood and atmosphere.  

 

Usually people use accessories and small nice things that are previous all over the home 

– on open shelves, cabinets with glass doors, picture frames with photos and art. “The 

main recommendation is to group them – use walls for paintings, frame collages with 

family photos, journeys and adventures as memories are timeless. Yet it’s important not 

to overcrowd,” said Freija.  

 

3. Storage solutions 

 

“Around half of Baltic people wish that their home were kept more tidy. People admit that 

they have too much things at home, but at the same time, it’s difficult to throw them 

away. So here the solution is having proper storage spaces,” says Baiba Freija. 

To keep rooms look clean and nitty it’s important to have enough smart storage spaces 

for items not to be laying around the floor, shelves or chairs. “For example, in a bathroom 

you can hide everything for a clutter-free atmosphere, by using under-sink cabinets to 

have extra drawers or shelves, boxes, baskets and bags that help to organize living. I.e. 

special boxes to organize cupboards can be bought for 0,99 Eur. In living room, bedroom 

and kids room you can also use shelves with storage boxes that fit into the interior,” said 

Freija.  

 

She added that storage accessories should be matched by colour and texture – if chosen 

woven baskets, try not to use more than 2 different woven materials. The designer truly 

believes that when keeping things minimal and having a clean look of your home, it also 

helps to keep your surroundings more cleaner, because there won’t be that much dust on 

things. 

 

 
*The research "Life at Home" in Latvia and Lithuania was commissioned by IKEA and done by the 

RAIT research companies. In July 2018, more than 1,000 respondents in both countries were 

interviewed online. International “Life At Home 2017” study by IKEA order was conducted in 22 

countries, interviewed more than 22 thousand of respondents. The study seeks to clarify the specifics 

of life at home and challenges in different countries around the world. Insights for "Life at Home" 

are used to create IKEA catalogs, products and home solutions. 

 

 

 


